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I.

INTRODUCTION

HDL languages define an X as an “unknown” value which is
used to represent when simulation cannot definitely resolve a
signal to a “1”, a “0”, or a “Z”. X’s do not exist in real
hardware. The most abundant source of X’s in a design come
from uninitialized memory, flops, and latches.
Engineers must be wary when X’s exist because Xs in
simulation can mask functional bugs at RTL and cause
unnecessary Xs in netlists, making simulation inaccurate.
Initialization analysis can also be flawed by inaccurate
simulations. This provides a brief introduction to the issues
caused by X-propagation and with the current practices for
managing X’s.
II.

UNDERSTANDING THE ISSUES

In this section, we review why X’s can cause inaccurate
simulation. A very simple multiplexor example is used to
show how functional issues can be missed at RTL an how
additional X’s can exist in netlist simulations.
A. X’s Can Mask Functional Bugs in RTL Simulations
RTL if and case constructs. may not simulate accurately
when the control evaluates to an X value because simulator
semantics cause the unknown value to resolve as though it is
false, or 1’b0. For example, look what happens with the
simple if-else statement that is shown below in Figure 1.
//if-else example
logic s;
always_comb
begin
if (sel)
out = a;
else
out = b;
end
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Figure 1. If-Else Statement Simulation Semantics

When sel is a 1’b1, the output is the value of a and when
sel is 1’b0, the output is the value of b. But notice what
happens when sel is an X. Here, the X value is interpreted
as though sel is 1’b0 and the output is the value of b.
The “unknown X” is now masquerading as a known value. In
real hardware the sel signal might in fact have been a 1’b1,
which means that the correct value could have been the value
of a.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 2, a case statement may also
simulate inaccurately. When sel is 1’b1, the output is a,

when sel is 1’b0, the output is b, and when sel is an
unknown X, simulation semantics define that the output
retains its previous value. In real hardware, it may or may not
change value depending on the actual value of the sel.
//if-else example
reg s;
always_comb
begin
case (sel)
1: out = a;
0: out = b;
endcase
end
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Figure 2. Case Statement Simulation Semantics

Inaccurate simulation of X’s in RTL is a serious issue because
it can mask functional bugs. On the other hand, it can occur
frequently to no ill effect since it only becomes a problem
when the output is being sampled. The biggest challenge of
simulating X’s in RTL is identifying when it causes
observable functional differences.
A situation is said to be X-optimistic when an unknown value
incorrectly simulates as a known value, thereby potentially
masking functional bugs in RTL.
B. X’s Can Cause Unnecessary Xs in Netlist Simulation
Simulations of X’s in a gate level design often propagate the
unknown value when the value is deterministic in hardware. It
is an issue primarily observed at the netlist level, though it can
be sometimes visible in RTL simulations as well. It occurs
when there is reconvergence and loss of correlation between
converging X values. It is common in multiplexors and
decoders.
Consider a simple multiplexor. In real hardware, we know that
when both inputs are the same value, the output value matches
that value, independent of the value of the selector. But look
what happens in gate level simulation when both inputs are a
1’b1 and the selector is an X value.
In general, a two input multiplexor with a selector is
implemented as (a && selector) || (b &&
~selector). Figure 3 shows the gate level implementation
of a multiplexor. When the selector is 1’bx and a and b are
both 1’b1, the logic reduces to “1’bx || ~1’bx”, which
simulators resolve to an X value per the standard. Simulation
is not accurate when the control signal is an X value because
there are more X’s than necessary, a phenomenon known as
X-pessimism.
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Figure 3. Simulation of Two Input Mux Gate when Sel=1’bX

III.

ALTERNATIVES FOR MANAGING X’S

Inaccurate simulation resulting from X-optimism and X
pessimism result in differences between RTL and gate level
simulations that must be resolved. Frustration occurs when
RTL simulations pass but netlist simulations fail after
synthesis. The problem has always existed but is becoming
more prevalent with higher levels of integration where each
block has its own initialization sequence, and with low power.
These designs have additional sources of Xs with the
additional complexity that they manifest dynamically rather
than only during chip power up.

conditional operator (? :)1 is immune to X-optimism and can
be used in place of if-else and case constructs, but it is not
as readable and is still prone to X-pessimism. Explicit tests for
X can be used to describe the desired behavior. Figure 4
contrasts common coding alternatives for our simple
multiplexor, one of which is X-optimistic, one is Xpessimistic, and one is X-accurate coding.
The X-optimistic coding is so because when the value of sel
is unknown, the output is assigned the value of 2’b01, as
though sel was a 1’b1. In real hardware, it could have been
either a 1’b1 or a 1’b0, and these inaccurate simulation
results could mask an issue.
The X-pessimistic coding will use the case equality operator
(===)2 to first check if the value of the control signal (sel) is
a 1’bx. If so it will propagate that X value by assigning all
bits of the output to 1’bx. This will prevent the optimism,
however it is pessimistic since the MSB of the output would
have been a 1’b0 independent of the value of sel.
Pessimistic coding will cause unnecessary debug.

always @(*)
if (sel==1’b0)
g = 2’b00;
else
g = 2’b01;

X-management methodologies are becoming very important
for signing off at RTL to help minimize iterations. Static
analysis offers the advantage of providing a simulation
independent alternative that can be done early in the design
cycle. Static analysis can be used to help minimize the number
of X’s and to ensure simulations will be X-accurate.

B. X-Accurate Coding
One approach for managing X-propagation is through strict
coding guidelines to ensure X-accurate coding. The

always @(*)
if (sel==1’b0)
g = 2’b00;
else if (sel===1’bx)
g = 2’bxx;
else
g = 2’b01;

X-accurate
Coding
always @(*)
if (sel==1’b0)
g = 2’b00;
else if (sel===1’bx)
g = 2’b0x;
else
g = 2’b01;

Three alternatives exist for managing X’s:
A. Minimize Unnecessary X’s in the Design
B. Manual coding for X-accuracy
C. Use Native Simulation alternatives
D. Use simulation add-ons to detect and debug issues
A. Minimize Unnecessary X’s in the Design
One approach for managing X’s is to eliminate them from the
design, however this is often not practical. But it is important
to understand where the X’s might occur, minimize them, and
then manage the rest. The most prominent source of X’s is
often uninitialized flops. So the effort to minimize X’s in the
design should include initialization analysis that is free of Xoptimism and X-pessimism effects.
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Figure 4. X-accurate Coding

Ideally, the coding should be X-accurate, meaning that it
should correct for X-optimism by propagating the X value, but
1

The conditional operator returns the value of the first expression
when the condition is true and the second condition when the
expression is false. When the condition is ambiguous (x or z), then
both both expressions are evaluated. An x value is returned unless
both expressions return the same 0 or 1 value, in which case that
value is returned.
2
With the case equality operator, bits that are x or z shall be included
in the comparison and shall match for the result to be considered
equal.

without introducing X-pessimism. The X-accurate code for the
example is also shown, where each bit of the output is
evaluated independently.
The example in Figure 4 makes X-accurate coding look easy,
however it can become complex very quickly as the number of
paths in the control-flow graph increases. A more realistic but
still simple example is shown in Figure 5, where there are
embedded if and case statements, and the assignment
values are expressions rather than just constants. It shows how
it is non-trivial and becomes error prone to manually do Xaccurate coding. Automation is needed.
reg [1:0] g, expr1, expr2, expr3;
always @(posedge clk)
begin
if (f===1’b0)
case (sel)
1’b0: g <= expr1;
1’b1: g <= expr2;
endcase
else if (f===1’bx)
g <= ????????????;
else
g <= expr3;
end
Figure 5. Non-obvious X-Accurate coding

C. Native Simulation X-Awareness
Simulators provide differentiation through features, some of
which are associated with X propagation issues.
1) RTL X-optimism Detection and Reporting
Some simulators have a compile time switch for detecting Xoptimism[4]. It will drive the control of X-optimistic constructs
to a 1’b1 and a 1’b0 when the control is a 1’bx value, and
flag an error when the output is different in the two cases.
This approach is clearly has an overhead in simulation time
but does enable detecting X-optimism occurrences as they
happen. The problem, once again, is that X-optimism often
exists in designs without affecting functionality. So, the
additional simulation time could end up being wasted and lead
to further wasted effort debugging false negatives.
2) Randomization of Initial Values
Some simulators have a feature that will allow you to set the
initial state of all reg’s in a design to 1’b1, 1’b0, or a random
value. You can run multiple times to cover multiple scenarios.
This can be a good solution for addressing X-pessimism
issues, but not for detecting correct initialization and Xoptimism issues. Even with multiple runs, you are still likely
to miss a functional bug if the simulator doesn’t happen to
exercise the combination of values that triggers an issue. It

also only addresses X’s from uninitialized regs, when, in
fact, there are many other sources of X in a design.
D. Simulation Add-ons
Using the data from static analysis it is possible to construct
test bench modules and assertion components which check or
correct simulation at the appropriate time. These testbench
components can monitor when X-pessimism or X-optimism
occurs and alert the designer. or can correct the simulation for
X-optimism and X-pessimism. The advantage of this approach
is that the entire design is not modeled because it targets only
the X-sensitive constructs that are in the path of X-sources.
IV.

SUMMARY

Because simulators and synthesis tools treat X’s differently,
there can be differences in simulation results at RTL versus at
netlist. Verilog RTL simulation semantics often mask
propagation of an unknown value by incorrectly converting it
to a known value, potentially masking functional bugs. Also,
gate-level simulations may not pass due to additional Xs
caused by X-pessimism that will not exist in real hardware.
Ascent XV focuses on the problem of inaccurate simulations
in the presence of X’s. It provides a simulation alternative to
ensuring a complete and optimal reset. Its static analysis
reports all sources of X in your design and shows how they
might propagate to X-sensitive constructs that can cause
incorrect or inefficient simulation. Ascent XV provides you
with the ability to build X-safe RTL before simulation begins
and, ultimately, is a much faster path to meaningful simulation
and detection of design bugs.
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